
 
 
 

 

 
Freedom of Information Request Reference No:  FOI 001374-20 

        

I write in connection with your request for information received by Suffolk and Norfolk 

Constabularies on 20 April 2020 which you sought access to the following information: 

 

“Between the dates of 23rd March 2020 and 13th April 2020 please provide the following 

information: 

1. The highest recorded speed by a driver within the force area that you police? 

2. What was the speed limit of the section of road where this speed was detected? 

3. On what stretch of road and at what time of day was this speed recorded? 

4. How many drivers were caught exceeding a 30mph limit in your force? 

5. How many drivers were caught exceeding a 20mph limit in your force? 

6. How many drivers were issued with a penalty for doing non-essential journeys in contravention 

of the Government’s lockdown instructions?” 

 

Response to your Request 

 

The response provided below is correct as of 28 April 2020 

 

Suffolk and Norfolk Constabularies have considered your request for information and the response 

is below.    

 

The current staff shortage means that there may be additional speeding offences still to be entered 

onto the system and consequently, the information provided is subject to change.    

 

1. The highest recorded speed by a driver is as follows: 

 

Force Offence wording Speed  Location 

Norfolk Speeding - motor vehicle exceed 70 
mph on a dual carriageway - manned 

equipment 

110 A11 Wymondham 

Suffolk 140 A14 Kentford 

 

2. As above 

 
3. As above 

 

4. The number of drivers recorded as speeding in a 30mph limit, is as follows: 



 

Force 30mph speed limit 

Norfolk 140 

Suffolk 112 

 
5. The Constabularies do not have speed cameras in 20 mph areas so the only offences 

recorded would be those detected by police officers. 20mph speed areas are generally 

routinely managed by other traffic calming measures such as speed bumps. 

 

There were no such FPNs located for 20mph speed limits.  

 

6. If a COVID ticket is issued for ‘restriction of movement’ it is not recorded as to whether the 

person was driving, cycling or on foot.    

 


